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Abstract. The paper presents the International Classification of Functioning, Disability of Health (ICF) as a comprehensive model for a holistic approach for the design, development and evaluation of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) services for older adults. ICF can be used to systemize the information that influence individual's performance and to characterize users, their contexts, activities and participation. Furthermore, ICF can be used to structure a semantic characterization of AAL services and as a basis to develop methodological instruments for the services evaluation.

1 Introduction

1.1 Active Ageing

Accordingly to World Health Organization (WHO) population ageing is one of humanity’s greatest triumphs [1]. It is also one of our greatest challenges: the global ageing is putting increased political, economic and social demands on all countries. To overcome these pressures, WHO argues that governments, international organizations and civil society should promote active ageing policies and programmes.

The main goal of active ageing is the promotion of older adults in social, economic, cultural, spiritual and civic affairs, while providing them with adequate protection, security and care. The implementation of active ageing requires a strategic planning based on a rights-based approach that recognizes the rights of people to equality of opportunity and treatment in all aspects of life as they grow older and also a positive thinking about enablement instead of disablement. We must be aware that a disabling perspective increase the needs of older people and lead to isolation and dependence, while an enabling perspective focuses on restoring functions and expanding the participation of older adults in all aspects of society [1].
Active ageing depends on a variety of influences or determinants that surround individuals, families and nations related with personal characteristics, culture and gender, but also with societal characteristics and infra-structures (e.g. physical environments, support services, economical and social determinants) [1]. In terms of individual perspective, the three basic pillars of active ageing are [1]: full participation in socioeconomic, cultural, spiritual and civic affairs, according to basic human rights, capacities, needs and preferences; access to the entire range of health and social services that address the needs and rights of older adults; and protection, dignity and care in events that older adults are no longer able to support and protect themselves.

The framework of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability of Health (ICF) [2] is aligned with the enabling perspective of the active ageing and it focuses on the individual participation independently of theirs health state.

1.2 International Classification of Functioning, Disability of Health

The ICF offers a framework for conceptualizing functioning associated to health conditions [3] and it considers that are many factors that affect and have influence on the individual’s performance and thereby on the decisions made on what type of service is needed either delivered by care staff, relatives, aid appliances and technology.

The ICF structure separates between the body, activities, participation and contextual factors [2] as part of the individual's functioning. Additionally, it considers the context (environmental factors and personal factors) as components that can enhance or limit the performance, depending on how the individual experiences limitations (e.g. due to possible weakness, illness and/or handicap). The structure is illustrated in the Figure 1 [2].

![Diagram of ICF concepts](https://example.com/icf-diagram)

**Fig. 1.** Interaction of ICF concepts.

Following there is a description of each of the ICF elements [2]:

- Activities - Activities are the individual’s recital of assignments and tasks. Difficulties with these activities are noted as activity limitations. Limitations are
usually due to function depreciation of bodily functions but also due to environmental hindrances.

- Participation - Participation covers the individual’s involvement in daily life and society. Difficulties in participation are classified as participation restrictions.

- Body - The body's functions entail the individual’s physiological functions. ICF defines disability as any problem of the individual with his/her bodily functions. Physical functions depreciations can, in principle, have no consequences for the individual's ability to do activities, especially if there are help aids that compensate particular functions depreciation (e.g. an individual with weak eyesight wearing glasses would not have a limitation).

- Contextual factors - The contextual factors are the environmental and personal factors which either enhance or limit the individual's functioning. These factors are indirectly understood in the sections of evaluation of activities and participation; however, they are important to explain certain situations (e.g. two individuals with the same diagnosis/physical function depreciation may have different limitations when it comes to activities and participation). The environmental factors are the physical, social or attitudinal world ranging from the immediate to more general environment. The personal factors entail elements that make people different and unique, such as life style, education level, sex, race, life events or psychological characteristics.

Differences in mastering capacity are a possible explanation to why individuals with the same physical function depreciations do not have the same limitations when performing various activities. For example, when it is windy outside, some individuals will put up wind shelters, whilst others put up windmills. Dependent on whether one looks upon changes as strenuous or as a challenge which contains new options.

The environmental factors can have a positive (i.e. be facilitators) or negative impact (i.e. be barriers) on the individual’s performance as a member of society, on the individual’s capacity to execute actions or tasks, or on the individual’s body function or structure. When coding an environmental factor as a facilitator, issues such as the accessibility of the resource, and whether access is dependable or variable, of good or poor quality, should be considered.

In the case of barriers, it might be relevant to take into account how often a factor hinders the person, whether the hindrance is great or small, or avoidable or not. It should also be kept in mind that an environmental factor can be a barrier either because of its presence (e.g. negative attitudes towards people) or its absence (e.g. the unavailability of a needed service).

The classification has individual items or codes defined within each chapter. The ICF contains 1,424 codes organized according to an alphanumeric system. Each code begins with a letter that corresponds to its component domain: b (Body Functions), s (Body Structures), d (Activities and Participation) or e (Environmental Factors). The letter is followed by between one and five numeric digits. Items are organized as a nested system so that users can telescope from broad to very detailed items depending upon the needs presented by particular applications of the ICF.


1.3 Living Usability Lab Project

Over the last decade, considerable research efforts have been pursued by the European Commission, national governments and relevant industries to provide an adequate technology response to the challenges of an ageing society [4]. In terms of technology uses, the so called independent living or Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) domain today comprises a heterogeneous field of applications ranging from quite simple devices such as intelligent medication dispensers, fall sensors or bed sensors to complex systems such as networked homes and interactive services. Some are relatively mature and some are still under development.

Considering the growing importance of AAL services, the Living Usability Lab (LUL) intends to develop AAL services to fulfill some needs that are common to older adults: full participation in society, health and quality of life or living with security.

Dependency is strongly related with the ability to perform Activities of Daily Living (ADL). There are two groups of ADL: the basic ADL consist of those skills needed in typical daily self care, namely personal hygiene, dressing and undressing, eating or moving around; and instrumental ADL are skills that let an individual live independently in a community, beyond basic self care, and that may include typical domestic tasks, such as driving, cleaning, cooking, and shopping, as well as other less physically demanding tasks such as operating electronic appliances or handling budgets.

Basic ADL are out of the scope of the LUL since most of the times require the caregiver intervention. The impossibility of perform instrumental ADL like housekeeping (e.g. cleaning, cooking, shopping, or ironing) usually implies that the individual needs help and although, in some circumstances, he/she can live alone, although in border of the dependency. It is clear that AAL services can not supply these needs completely but they can mitigate the effects by means of specialized service (e.g. an e-commerce solution for shopping or a well managed external housekeeping service) [5].

Additionally, AAL services can contribute to increase the older adults’ performance in a broad spectrum of activities and participation [5]: personal care, planning of the weekly menu, nutritional advisor, maintenance of house and garden, self administration or agenda; support in finding and carrying out work, establishing and maintaining contacts with other people, and, in general, in spending the day (through the participation in different leisure activities) and social integration participation.

Furthermore, AAL services can contribute to the reorientation in health systems that are currently organized around acute, episodic experiences of disease, namely, by allowing the development of a broad range of services such as care prevention and care promotion and home-caregiver support.

Some of the AAL services for older adults consider their users as people who are weak and passively assisted by others [6, 7]. The position should be the opposite: those services should help encourage the older adults to actively participate in society (i.e. the enabling perspective of the active ageing paradigm). However, older adults are usually scared by the application of new technology. Therefore, we should construct user friendly interfaces, and also provide appropriate trainings to their users.
Developing adaptive, natural and multimodal human computer interfaces is the main challenge of future interfaces in AAL \[8\]. This is the main goal of the LUL project.

### 2 Our Position

Taking in consideration the needs of the target users for the AAL services aimed by our Living Lab and the state of the art, we defend that integration of a holistic view of the individuals and their context is needed and has the potential for advantages in terms of the adequacy of the services being developed.

The existence of a conceptual framework based on standardized concepts can provide a common language between strategic planners, technological innovators, care providers and users for the development of new services in general and, in particular, new AAL services. We argue that ICF can be used as a conceptual framework to systemize the information that can influence individual's performance, not only in terms of health conditions or physiological functions, but also in terms of contextual (both personal and environmental) factors and it can be used as a comprehensive model for a holistic approach to characterize users, their contexts, activities and participation:

- The ICF body (physiological functions) and personal factors (e.g. life style, education level, sex, race, life events or psychological characteristics) can be used to model the final users and their specific needs.
- The ICF contextual (environmental and personal) factors either enhance or limit the individual’s functioning and, clearly, must have an important role in AAL services for older adults, considering that one of their main goal is to maintain older adults activities and participation in society. In particular, ICF environmental factors (e.g. physical, social or attitudinal) must be considering when modeling the immediate or more general environment.

ICF fundamental concepts are related with functioning and performance in activities and participation. On the other hand, the goal of AAL services for older adults is the development of technological solutions to enhance their activities and participation in all aspects of society. Therefore, it should be possible, and desired, to use ICF for:

- The specification, development and characterization of AAL services.
- The development of suitable instruments for the evaluation of the AAL services and their impact on the daily life of older adults (i.e. activities and participation).

Potential advantages of ICF usage in several aspects of the AAL services for older adults will be addressed in the following sections, namely: user modeling and profiling, essential for adaptable and intelligent services; development of complex AAL services; and AAL services evaluation.
3 Users Modeling and Profiling

Users modeling and profiling provides the methodology to enhance the effectiveness and usability of services and interfaces in order to: tailor information, predict user's future behavior, help the user to find relevant information, adapt interface features to the user and the context in which it is used, and indicate interface and information presentation features for their adaptation to a multi-user environment.

As a variety of users may operate with AAL services, a users’ model serve as a description of the users of a system and a prediction of how they will behave and perform tasks. These goals are achieved by constructing, maintaining and exploiting user models and profiles, which are explicit representations of individual user’s preferences.

Different models have been considered for the development of applications and information systems for support in activities based on new paradigms that promote the human ability to solve problems. These models differentiate the users in terms of information processing capabilities, according to individual differences of a physical nature, according to individual differences of a psychological nature, and also considering environmental and cultural factors. As a result of this research a set of meaningful international usability standards were defined.

One of this international usability standards (the ISO/IEC 24756 [9], which defines a framework for specifying a Common Access Profile of needs and capabilities of users, computing systems, and their environments) was used together with ICF by the Vaalid [10] project as an attempt to characterize the user profile [10, 11], namely to qualify the abilities of the older adults that have direct impact on successful use of ICT product and services, following the recommendations of the ETSI EG 202 116 [12]: sensory, physical and cognitive abilities.

The abilities were classified using body functions and structures and some concepts related with activities and participation of ICF. However, we argue that a step forward is possible due to the fact that other individual factors, such as anthropological characteristics or preferences can be considered using the ICF framework. ICF, as a model that offers a balance between a purely medical and a purely social approach, contains essential information for the profile characterization of body functions and structures, personal factors and activities and participation: body functions and structures allow the definition of the type of access to services, as well as, the definition and configuration of its interfaces; personal factors allow the characterization of personal preferences in the definition and configuration of services and interfaces; and activities and participation allow the characterization of the services that best fit the person’s functioning.

Detailed information associated with these components determines the type of AAL service access, the need for assistive technology and appropriate adaptation of its interfaces.

From the point of view of users, we can not forget that their models have to be dynamic in order to adjust to the context in which they operate. Context can be considered as any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application themselves [13]. Additionally, it is also clear that not all types of contextual
information can be easily sensed. Some types of contextual information (e.g. the mood of the individuals) can only be derived by intelligent combination of other information or by human inputs [13].

The ICF model is consistent with these requirements as a person’s performance can be characterised as the result of a complex relationship between health conditions and personal and external factors. External factors represent the circumstances in which the person lives, i.e. the functional performance of a person in the activities and participation is influenced by his/her individual characteristics and participation, and the environmental factors can be considering a facilitator or barrier to his/her functioning.

Therefore, concerning the user model, the individuals are a combination of body functions and structures, activities and personal and environmental factors. Personal factors include gender, age, coping styles, social background, education, profession, past and current experience, overall behaviour pattern, character and other factors that influence how disability is experienced by the individual [2]. Additionally, environmental factors can be grouped in the following classes: products and technology; natural environment and human-made changes to environment; support and relationships; attitudes; services, systems and policies.

However, we must be aware that the development of ICF is still work in progress what may pose some challenges:

− Personal factors still need an in depth study to avoid the need to use concepts outside the ICF for the complete definition of the user model.
− In the context of AAL services, it is urgent to identify habits and routines. These are the recurring patterns of a person’s behavior, usual activities performed and resources used. These concepts are not explicit in the ICF, but they are highly relevant to the classification of environmental factors.
− The capture and systematization of environmental factors is one of the biggest challenges [14]. Measure the impact of the environmental factors on human functioning is becoming an important subject to optimize interventions and reduce participations restrictions [14]. In recent years different instruments have been developed for assessment of impact of environmental factors in human functioning, reflecting the concern about the inclusion of this component of ICF in a comprehensive assessment.

Despite the difficulties listed, we believe that the ICF can help modulate users and theirs contexts from a holistic viewpoint. Additionally, we believe that the difficulties mentioned must be seen as opportunities and challenges: the use of ICF beyond the restricted field of health will bring interesting contributions to its own development and will help the ICF to meet all the requirements identified for user model within the AAL services.

4 Development of Complex AAL Services

The System Architecture proposed for the LUL follows the paradigm of service orientation, which allows developing software as services that are delivered and consumed on demand. The benefit of this approach lies in the loose coupling of the
software components that make up an application. Discovery mechanisms can be used for finding and selecting the functionality that a client is looking for. Many protocols already exist in the area of service orientation.

The architecture components are divided into three layers: the base middleware layer contains the functionality that is needed to facilitate the operation of the networked environment; the intelligent middleware layer contains the functionality that is needed to facilitate the usability and acceptance of the services (it provides users modeling and profiling, user interface management and context awareness and notification); and the application layer allows dynamic services composition, which is essential to allow the congregation of different services to build domain specific applications.

Therefore, the application services have a hierarchical structure in which a particular service is made up of components. Each one of these components could be composed by more elementary services.

Furthermore, the interactions between the assistive devices, human services and end users, must be under a service oriented management perspective. Assistive devices and human services interactively work together to express potentials from both sides providing high quality services to the people with needs [6]. Effective and efficient solutions to meet the AAL challenges should combine the forces from both the technological part and the societal ones. The participations of human beings could help fully express the potential of smart devices, and maintain the social awareness of the older adults. Although informal caregivers may help reduce the needed social resources, and increase the social connections, they are inherently very dynamic: the availabilities of the caregivers are continuously changing.

A scenario is a specific context where the activities and participation, features and resources are well defined. It gives us the information about which AAL, human and technological support services are necessary to assist older adults in social, economic, cultural, spiritual and civic affairs.

Considering this services organization, an efficient infrastructural support for building AAL services aggregation is needed [15]. It consists of the following infrastructure services which act as basic service components: service registration; semantic service descriptions; semantic match service; and service binding.

The services must be described based on a standard, commonly declarative, service description language to enable service discovery and invocation independently of its implementation details. An example of a suitable service description language is the XML-based WSDL language, used to describe web services. Additionally, there must be an ontology able to classify the different AAL services and thus facilitate their re-use.

There are a huge number of possibilities in terms of possible classifications of AAL services:

− Persona [5] project defines usage scenarios (these provide a basis for subsequent specification and evaluation of services and basically define specific contexts and how users carry out their tasks in these contexts. Since the number of available scenarios is rather big, the end users have been asked to identify the most interesting scenarios. This led to the selection of the following eight scenarios [5]: peer to peer exchange; meeting other people; enhanced activity assistant; personal
safety; behavior detection; health status management; neighborhood assistant; help in planning and conducting a journey using public transportation.

− In a different approach [16] AAL applications are considered as composed of a set of services that can be grouped into two categories: health-oriented services and comfort services. Health-oriented services (e.g. health and activity monitoring) allow the older people to access to medical and emergency services, and facilitate collaboration among medical staff. Comfort services are services that allow the older adults to maintain social and familiar contacts or that allow them to access information to which they are interested or shopping assistance.

− Different services do not require the same properties of the execution environment such as security, confidentiality or urgency. This could lead to another type of classification [16, 17] based on three type of assistance: emergency assistance (e.g. assistance detection, prediction and prevention); autonomy enhancement services (e.g. drinking, eating, clearing, dressing, medication, shopping assistance or traveling assistance); and comfort services (e.g. logistical services, services for finding things, infotainment services transportation services or orientation services).

The European Ambient Assisted Living Innovation Alliance focuses on the needs of older adults to categorize all products and research activities [11]: social interaction (i.e. all kinds of products, services and research projects that enable older adults to stay in touch with the world beyond their domestic environment); health and home care (i.e. combination of supporting assistive technologies and rather conventional health or home care solutions might be best suited to provide the framework necessary for autonomous living conditions of older adults that can be further divided into prevention, assistance or therapy); supply with daily goods and chores; and safety (i.e. for fulfilling the safety, privacy and security needs of older adults).

Considering the broad range of sub domains used to classify AAL services (which is natural taking in consideration the maturity level of this technology) is not an easy task to identify an appropriate semantic knowledge base to precisely describe the advertised services. The question of how to automatically map the available/requested services is still a big challenge in AAL.

We consider that the conceptual framework of ICF could be useful to solve critical issues related with the services organization. Since the activities and participation, i.e. involvement of the person in real life situation, is what justifies the use of AAL services, we can and we should used ICF for the structuring and classification of AAL services.

The component activities and participation is a neutral list of domains indicating various activities and areas of life (learning and applying knowledge, general tasks and demands, communication, mobility, self-care, domestic life, interpersonal relationships and interactions, major life areas, community, social and civic life), which are subdivided into three levels increasing the accuracy of the classification.

The list of areas of activities and participation covers the full range of functioning that can be coded at the individual and social level. This component can have different uses, considering the concepts of activities and participation. The ICF defines four ways to use this list of domains: different groups of domains of activities and domains of participation (not allowing overlap), partial overlap between the
groups of domains of activities and participation, the existence of detailed categories of activities and broad categories of participation, with or without overlap and use the same fields for both activities and participation with complete overlap of the fields [2].

For the definition of an ontology to categorize the AAL services we proposed the ICF participation domains. This implies that we have to define a border line between activities and participation [18]: we consider the first two activities and participation domains (learning and applying knowledge, general tasks and demands) as activities (used to define the user profile, as they qualify the user abilities to perform activities) and the remainder five domains (communication, mobility, self-care, domestic life, interpersonal relationships and interactions, major life areas, community, social and civic life) as participation because they are more related with the individual’s performance [19].

Figure 2 represents a layer organization’s services for a specific scenario (peace of mind), using the example of a choreography of AAL services conceptualized by the Persona [5] project in attempt to maintain peace of mind of adult child concerning the well-being of their parents [20].

AAL services highlight the technology as a facilitator of the person’s performance improving functioning. This means that the results associated with the development of AAL services are strongly oriented to technology, i.e. services are conceptualized and developed considering the potential of technology. This can cause problems when trying to classify, according to ICF, services already developed or being developed. However, it is clear that a structured classification of AAL services should not be oriented to technology, but to individuals. This is a strong argument to use the ICF as the basis for an ontology for the AAL services and its components.

5 AAL Services Evaluation

The AAL services evaluation is an approach to the technology design and development process that can be divided in two main phases: anticipation of impacts and consequences and performance assessment.

The publication, in 1999, of the ISO 13407 standard (Human-centered Design Processes for Interactive Systems) [21] was an international recognition that the human factors have processes which can be managed and integrated with the project processes. According to this ISO standard the first steps within the user centered design process are [22]: understanding and specifying the context of use; and collecting and analyzing users’ needs and requirements.

However, the usually approach for involving users throughout the whole R&D process is typically followed by the development of prototypes by experts. By doing this, decisions about the conceptual design, i.e. what kind of functions are to be developed and what the interaction should be like, are made by experts. The prototypes, based on those conceptual design ideas, are then evaluated by users. Therefore, the initial design ideas are not based on the mindsets, experiences and mental models of the users but on the experts. The user can intervene only through the user based assessment [23].
A central idea of the Living Lab concept is a strong involvement of the users in all the development phases, including the conceptual design and, later, the prototypes. Therefore, new methodologies are required to allow the generating of new design solutions and the evaluation of design solutions derived from the first phases of user involvement. Focused design discussions, theatre and multilevel prototyping [23].

Although the process is cyclic, it should be flexible enough to move forwards, backwards, and crosswise between phases. Notably, practice and use are tightly interwoven by these phases, since the output from one becomes the input for another. In particular, the prototypes that evolve from empirical studies may become part of the Living Lab infrastructure for use in future studies. These prototypes together with the evaluation results are additionally useful for future model and tool building, and they lead to further cycling through the Living Lab [23].

The evaluation has several goals: evaluate process/ways of working changes; measure hard data of the improvements/changes; evaluate fit between software concepts and users real way of working; evaluate acceptance, satisfaction, motivation and individual performance of users; evaluate usability, bugs, functionality of software; and create ideas about improvements and new features.

For the performance assessment the technological developments have been based on a fairly limited view and, in particular, the evaluation methodologies focus on
instrumental factors, such as mobility, physical and sensory deficit and ability to perform activities of daily living and rarely on advanced activities of daily living and social roles. There’s an imperative for changing this paradigm as the result of higher levels of performance that health and social interventions demands. In fact, we also need to understand how the technology influences the (re)motivation and the (re)organization of the human performance within a particular context. Humans as open systems can accomplish changes over time through the engagement in meaningful activities with the propose of fulfill the sense of achievement and control of own life. As we state before this level of functioning is a dynamic interaction between the person and the environment where the personal causation, values, interests, habits and routines play a very important role. To this dynamic interaction we call it meaning.

An ecological model focused on practical aspects of everyday activities of the person, highlighting opportunities for technology and design solutions to support these activities is a useful framework for guiding the evaluation process. The activities that comprise a person’s everyday life are shaped by a range of different factors, including attributes of the person (e.g. functional ability, cognitive ability or psychological factors) and attributes of the immediate and wider socio-cultural contexts (e.g. formal support network, social network, physical environment or cultural and political determinants) [11].

Assuming that AAL services intend to highlight environmental factors referring to technology to improve participation and quality of life, such services should be evaluated taking into account theirs impact on activities and participation of the user, particularly on his/her quality of life, which includes the meaning and the satisfaction of the performance.

Therefore, it is extremely important to develop new methodological approaches to include not only the performance of the individual but also the meaning and satisfaction with their performance.

ICF model contemplates some of the factors previously listed and also considers that environmental factors and the individual cannot be conceptually separated. The ICF ecological perspective are reasons strong enough to use this conceptual model to develop methodological instruments to evaluate in a holistic perspective the impact of AAL on older adults quality of life, including the meaning and the satisfaction of the performance. On the other hand, it is of utmost importance to adopt the ICF as this is a WHO classification internationally used.

6 Conclusions

In the previous sections we had presented arguments that sustain the possibility of using ICF in different aspects of design, development and evaluation of AAL services for older adults. ICF can be used as a universal framework to characterize users’ profiles and theirs environments, to structure a semantic characterization of AAL services and to develop methodological instruments for the AAL services evaluation.

Therefore, we believe that ICF can be used as a conceptual framework for the design, development and evaluation of AAL services. Within the LUL project we
intend to demonstrate that such a conceptual framework can overcome some of actual difficulties related with AAL services design, development and evaluation.

One of the problems of using technology and information systems for care provision is the communication difficulties between technology professionals and caregivers. Different professionals with different backgrounds and needs but who speak a common language increase the efficiency of teamwork. This leads to a better performance when developing new services or when improving existing services. In particular, the use of a conceptual framework from WHO, as is ICF, facilitates the work of multidisciplinary teams.

Additionally, although it may be needed to complete ICF with additional models, it can help to overcome a recurring problem that is the lack of data to create robust user’s models. Properly safeguarding ethical issues, the ICF can allow almost unlimited access to appropriate information properly encoded.

Last but not least, using the ICF to enhance the semantic interoperability facilitates the generation of knowledge: the existence of universally accepted conceptual models, and its terminology, concepts and coding of information allows the aggregation and consolidation of the available information, which will be essential for the strategic planners, technological innovators, caregivers and users involved in the development of AAL services.
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